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Starting from the premise that stochastic properties of a radio environment can be abstracted by defining scenarios, a generic
MIMO channel model is built by the WINNER project. The parameter space of the WINNER model is, among others, described
by normal probability distributions and correlation coefficients that provide a suitable space for scenario comparison. The
possibility to quantify the distance between reference scenarios and measurements enables objective comparison and classification
ofmeasurements into scenario classes. In this paper we approximate theWINNER scenarios withmultivariate normal distributions
and then use the mean Kullback-Leibler divergence to quantify their divergence. The results show that the WINNER scenario
groups (A, B, C, and D) or propagation classes (LoS, OLoS, and NLoS) do not necessarily ensure minimum separation within
the groups/classes. Instead, the following grouping minimizes intragroup distances: (i) indoor-to-outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor
scenarios (A2, B4, and C4), (ii) macrocell configurations for suburban, urban, and rural scenarios (C1, C2, and D1), and (iii)
indoor/hotspot/microcellular scenarios (A1, B3, and B1). The computation of the divergence between Ilmenau and Dresden
measurements and WINNER scenarios confirms that the parameters of the C2 scenario are a proper reference for a large variety
of urban macrocell environments.
1. Introduction
In order to maximize transmission efficiency, wireless com-
munication systems are forced to exploit the spatial and
temporal dimensions of the radio channel to the full. The
design and performance analysis of such system requires the
channel model to reflect all relevant propagation aspects,
which imposes serious constraints on the minimal complex-
ity of the model.
This paper concentrates on the class of geometry-based
stochastic channel models (GSCMs) that offer good trade-
off between complexity and performance (realism). These
models deal with physical ray propagation and therefore
implicitly or explicitly include the geometry of the propaga-
tion environment. The flexible structure of GSCMs enables
the representation of different propagation environments by
simple adjustment of model parameters, which is referred to
as generic property. The generic models introduce abstract
classes called scenarios that act as stochastic equivalents
for many similar radio environments. As discussed in [1]
these scenarios are not necessarily distinguished by the
quantification of parametric space, but they represent a
convenient terminology to designate typical deployment and
propagation conditions. From history, it was COST207 [2]
that started classifying environments based on the type of dis-
persion (delay spread and delay window), so some intuitive
consideration of the (rather limited) parameter space was
involved. But, these types of differences have (almost) never
been sought later on, when defining new scenarios, especially
following deployment schemes.
Nowadays we can distinguish between two major
classes of generic models: COST 259/273/2100 ([3–5], resp.)
and 3GPP SCM [6]/WINNER [7, 8]. The first one defines
spatial regions where interacting objects become “visible,”
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that is, contributing to the total received field. The second
class offers an abstraction of the environment in parametric
space by using delay and angular spreads, cross-polarization,
shadowing,𝐾-factor, and so forth.These genericmodels have
been made by joint effort of many institutions; otherwise
provision of parameters for different scenarios would be
unattainable. Despite different model structures, significant
overlap of propagation scenario definitions exists between
SCM/WINNER and COST models [9].
The need for generic models follows from the ever grow-
ing concept of heterogeneous networks, requiring simul-
taneous representation of multiple scenarios or transitions
between scenarios. For this purpose scenarios of generic
models provide a uniform modeling approach and decrease
the perceived complexity of handling different environments.
A reduction of the number of scenarios in generic models
also reduces the necessary time and effort for design and
performance evaluation of communication systems. Since
every environment is specific, the classification of propaga-
tion environments into the different (reference) scenarios is
not a simple task: how many classes suffice and how much
divergence within a class should be tolerated? Obviously, a
meaningful answer can be provided only if we have a metric
to quantify the similarity between propagation environments.
Providing such a metric is the main goal of this paper.
In absence of a scenario distance metric, reference sce-
narios are typically formed as a combination of system
deployment schemes, mobility assumptions, and narrative
description of environments, as illustrated in Section 2 for
the WINNER reference propagation scenarios. The structure
of the WINNER channel model and an approximation of its
parametric space with multivariate normal distribution are
given in Section 3. Section 4 describes measurement experi-
ments used for the validation of the proposed distancemetric
and WINNER scenario parameters. The mean Kullback-
Leibler divergence is introduced in Section 5 and is exploited
to quantify the similarity between the approximated WIN-
NER scenarios. Necessary modifications of the WINNER
correlation coefficients are explained in the same section.
Section 6 presents the results of measurement classification
based on the introduced divergence measure, and Section 7
concludes the paper.
2. WINNER Reference Propagation Scenarios
TheWINNER (Wireless World Initiative New Radio) project
[10] was conducted in three phases (I, II, and +) from 2004
until 2010, with the aim to define a single ubiquitous radio
access system concept, scalable and adaptable to different
short range and wide area scenarios. The effects of the radio-
propagation on the overall system design are abstracted by
the introduction of Reference Propagation Scenarios (RPSs).
RPSs are related to WINNER system-deployment schemes,
being suitably selected to represent different coverage ranges:
wide area (WA), metropolitan area (MA), and local area
(LA), and each deployment scheme was described by as few
propagation scenarios as possible. The outcome is that the
WINNER scenarios cover some typical cases, without the
intent to encounter all possible propagation environments.
The WINNER reference propagation scenarios [7] are
determined by the aspects that have immediate impact on the
radio-signal propagation:
(i) propagation environment,
(a) LoS/NLoS condition,
(b) limited distance range,
(ii) terminal positions (heights) with respect to environ-
ment,
(iii) mobility model (terminal speed),
(iv) carrier frequency range/bandwidth.
Due to different propagation mechanisms under LoS
and NLoS conditions, they are distinguished and separately
characterized in all applicable physical environments.
All WINNER reference propagation scenarios are repre-
sented by generic channel model. This model, called WIN-
NER channel Model (WIM), has been developed within
the 3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCM) framework. By its
nature, these models are representing the wideband MIMO
channels in static environments for nonstationary users. The
MATLAB implementations of SCM and WIM are publicly
available through the project website [10]. At the end of the
phase II, WIM was parameterized for 12 different scenarios,
being listed in Table 1. The full set of WIM RPS parameters
can be found in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 of the WINNER
deliverable D1.1.2 [7]. Relations between WINNER reference
propagation scenarios andWIM parameters are illustrated in
Figure 1.
The characterization of the reference propagation sce-
narios and parametrization of the generic model are based
on channel sounding results. In order to collect relevant
data, a large number of measurement campaigns have been
carried out during the project. However, the realization
of large-scale campaigns and the subsequent processing of
the results are both complex and time consuming. As a
consequence, the WINNER “scenario” is formed on the
basis of measurement results that are gathered by different
institutions and are individually projected on the parameter
set ofWINNERmodel.Thesemeasurements were conducted
in radio environments providing the best possiblematchwith
defined reference scenarios. For that purpose, the position
and movement of communication terminals were chosen
according to the typical usage pattern.The resulting scenario-
specific model parameters sometimes also include results
found in the literature, in order to come up with the most
typical representatives for a targeted scenario.
3. Structure of the WINNER Channel Model
WIM is a double-directional [11] geometry-based stochastic
channel model, in which a time-variable channel impulse
response is constructed as a finite sum of Multi-Path Com-
ponents (MPCs). The MPCs are conveniently grouped into
clusters, whose positions in multidimensional space are
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Table 2: Large-scale parameters of WINNER model.
LSP Name Acronym Power distribution
Shadow fading SF Around mean transmissionloss
Delay spread DS Over delay domain
Angular spread Over angular domain:
ASD/ASA (i) at Departure and Arrival
ESD/ESA
(ii) over Azimuth and
Elevation,
“Azimuth/Elevation”
Narrowband 𝐾-factor 𝐾 Betw. LoS and NLoSclusters
CROSS polar. ratio XPR Betw. co- and cross-polarMPCs
determined by Large-Scale Parameter (LSP) realizations.
LSPs are controlling the distribution of the power (spreading)
over the individual dimensions of the channel, as indicated in
Table 2.
Within themodeling context LSPs are exploited to govern
the evolution of the synthesized channel. The entire process
of WIM parameter synthesis can be done in three hierarchy
levels [9].
(1) On top level, large-scale parameters listed in Table 2
are drawn randomly from tabulated log-normal Prob-
ability Density Functions (PDFs). With the exception
of XPR, all other LSPs are generated as correlated
random variables.
(2) On the second level, cluster parameters are deter-
mined. For the sake of the simplicity this level of
freedom is reduced in SCM/WIM, since all clusters
share the same (scenario dependent) intra-Cluster
Angular Spread (CAS).
(3) In order to further simplify cluster characterization,
SCM/WIM does not deal with random placement
of MPCs in delay or angular domains. Instead, the
same, simple internal structure of the cluster is used
andMPCparameters are calculated in a deterministic
manner.
Following the given WIM approximations the LSPs become
the most important for the particular scenario characteriza-
tion. We would therefore ignore the lower hierarchy levels
when computing a scenario divergence in Section 5.
3.1. Transformed LSP Domain. The WINNER model inves-
tigates LSP distributions and their correlations in trans-
formed domain [6] where normal distributions for all trans-
formed LSPs are assumed. For log-normally distributed
LSPs (delay and angular spreads) the mapping 𝑠 =
𝑔(𝑠) = log
10
(𝑠) is applied (Figure 2). The remaining LSPs
(SF, XPR, and 𝐾-factor) have Gaussian distributions when
expressed in (dB). The WINNER tables specify marginal
(per-dimension) TLSP distributions with mean and variance
parameters (𝜇
𝑖
, 𝜎
𝑖
)
𝑖=1,...,𝑘
andmatrix of correlation coefficients
𝜌 = [𝜌
𝑖,𝑗
]
𝑖=1,...,𝑘; 𝑗=1,...,𝑘
. The entries of this matrix express
pairwise correlations of the LSPs 𝑥
𝑖
and 𝑥
𝑗
in the form of the
correlation coefficient:
𝜌
𝑖,𝑗
=
Cov [𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑥
𝑗
]
√Cov [𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑥
𝑖
]Cov [𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑥
𝑗
]
=
𝜎
2
𝑖,𝑗
𝜎
𝑖
𝜎
𝑗
, (1)
where 𝜎
𝑖,𝑗
= Cov[𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑥
𝑗
] = 𝐸[(𝑥
𝑖
− 𝐸[𝑥
𝑖
])(𝑥
𝑗
− 𝐸[𝑥
𝑗
])].
Figure 3 shows marginal distributions of delay spread in
transformed domain for all WIM reference scenarios having
NLoS propagation and additionally includes the maximum
likelihood estimate of normal distributions for Ilmenau and
Dresden measurements, which will be discussed in the
following sections.
3.1.1. Multivariate Normal Distribution of TLSPs. The
multivariate normal probability density function of a 𝑘-
dimensional random vector x = [𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥
𝑘
]
𝑇
: N(𝜇,Σ)
can be expressed as [12]
𝑓 (x) = 1
(2𝜋)
𝑘/2
|Σ|
1/2
exp(−1
2
(x − 𝜇)𝑇Σ−1 (x − 𝜇)) , (2)
where
𝜇 = 𝐸 [x] ∈ R𝑘 (3)
is 𝑘-dimensional mean vector and 𝑘 × 𝑘 covariance matrix is
Σ = Cov [x, x] = 𝐸 [(x − 𝐸 [x]) (x − 𝐸 [x])𝑇] ∈ R𝑘×𝑘. (4)
Although the structuring of the WIM TLSP distribution
parameters is slightly different, they basically represent
maximum-likelihood estimates of a multivariate normal
(MVN) distribution parameters (3) and (4). (The random
variables showing very specific dependence are not jointly
normally distributed even if their marginal distributions are
normal. Since only dependence between continuous WIM
LSPs is expressed by the correlation coefficient (1), we assume
without explicit proof that the vector of LSPs will have jointly
normal distribution.) It is therefore possible to reconstruct
the full covariance matrix of MVN by the following scaling:
Σ = Σ
1/2
0
𝜌Σ
1/2
0
, (5)
where
Σ
0
= diag (𝜎2
1
, 𝜎
2
2
, . . . , 𝜎
2
𝑘
) (6)
represents the diagonal covariance matrix of the uncorre-
lated LSPs. Accordingly, every WINNER scenario can be
abstracted with (up to) 8-dimensional normally distributed
randomprocess where relevant dimensions describe different
large-scale parameters listed in Table 2. In a given case,
the multivariate normal process offers a straightforward
approximation of WINNER scenario since the majority of
them have identical cluster structure.
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Figure 1: Genesis and representation of WINNER reference propagation scenarios [9].
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Figure 2: LSP are characterized and synthetized in transformed
domain.
3.2. Terminal Separation. AlthoughWIMdescribes the prop-
agation environment implicitly within LSP parametric space,
it is still using distance to govern transmission loss and spatial
variations of LSP realizations.
Local stationarity region represents a larger area where
multipath structure of physical propagation channel does not
change significantly (“local region of stationarity” [13], “drop”
[6], and “channel segment” [7]), and it is therefore charac-
terized by a single realization from multidimensional LSP
distribution. In WINNER model it is conveniently assumed
that the extent of local stationarity region can be represented
by the scenario-dependent constant (decorrelation distance)
that is independent from the LSP cross-correlations.
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Figure 3: Delay spread PDFs in transformed domain.
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Figure 4: Measurement equipment: RUSK sounder (Tx) and antenna arrays—PULA8 (Tx) and SPUCA12 + MIMO-Cube (Rx).
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Figure 5: BS locations and measurement tracks in Ilmenau and Dresden.
Both transmission loss and decorrelation distance are
deterministic features in WIM. They do not impact MVN
distribution of TLSPs and could be analyzed independently.
Therefore, we investigate MVN process as joint model for
WINNER LSP marginal distributions and cross-correlation
coefficients. This representation of multidimensional chan-
nel, on the scenario scale, can be considered as a gener-
alization of the 1D small-scale fading channel approach,
where stochastic properties of instantaneous envelope are
characterized by PDF.
4. Representation of Measurements in
WINNER Parametric Space
The multidimensional sounding enables the investigation of
the complete spatiotemporal structure of a radio channel
that, additionally to the temporal delay of incoming waves,
includes their angular directions at transmission and at
reception as well as their polarizations. This can be achieved
by the specialized estimation algorithms as RIMAX [14]when
calibration data of double-polarized measurement antenna
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Figure 6: Distributions of delay spreads in Dresden measurement.
array is available [15, 16]. The multidimensional sounding
is performed by dedicated RF equipment that sequen-
tially transmits and measures channel responses between
multiple antennas on transmitter and receiver sides. This
approach requires high reliability of the time referencing
of measurement data on both sides of radiolink, which
is typically achieved by highly stable rubidium or cesium
clocks.
4.1. Measurement Campaigns. In this paper data from two
measurement experiments will be exploited: the first one
is performed in Ilmenau, Germany, in 2008 and the sec-
ond in Dresden, Germany in 2009. In the rest of the
paper they will be conveniently labeled as IL and DR,
respectively. Both measurements are performed with Medav
RUSK channel sounder [17] at 2.53GHz using frequency
bandwidth of 100MHz. To allow high-resolution parame-
ter estimations of multipath structure, dedicated antenna
arrays at transmit and receive sides are used, providing
a total of 928 MIMO subchannels (Figure 4). The time
necessary to record the responses of all wideband MIMO
sub-channels, 𝑇
𝑆
, was 12.1ms for Ilmenau and 24.2ms for
Dresden measurement. This limits the maximally allowed
speed between the measurement vehicle and other interact-
ing objects, 𝑣 ≤ 𝜆/2𝑇
𝑆
, to 17.6 km/h and 8.8 km/h, respec-
tively (𝜆 ≈ 12 cm denotes the wavelength of the carrier).
Under these conditions channels are properly sampled in
space-time.
In both campaigns, three well-separated base station
locations within city centers are used (Figure 5), and mobile
terminal is positioned on the rooftop of the car. The same
macrocell measurement setup, including the configuration of
the measurement equipment, provides the proper base for
comparison of Ilmenau and Dresden propagation environ-
ments. Ilmenau is a small city compared to Dresden: whereas
Ilmenau is characterized by 3-4 floor buildings, Dresden
has buildings with 6–8 floors. Subsequently the base station
height at Dresden (∼50m) was almost doubled compared to
Ilmenau (∼25m).
4.2. Estimated MVN Distribution Parameters. Data from
both measurement locations is used to estimate the param-
eters of WINNER model. The parameters of marginal LSPs
and corresponding correlation coefficients estimated from
Ilmenau andDresdenmeasurements are given inTables 8 and
9 together with parameters describing WINNER reference
propagation scenarios. Additional details regarding Ilmenau
and Dresden measurements and analysis can be found in
[18, 19], respectively.
According to the description ofWINNER reference prop-
agation scenarios, both measurements should be assigned to
the typical urban macrocell scenario, C2. Since both mea-
surements are conducted after the publication of WIM-C2
parameters, they provide a proper test set for the validation
of reported WIM parameters.
4.2.1. Normality of Estimated LSPs in Transformed Domain.
Figure 6 showsmaximum likelihood fit of the empirical delay
spread CDF from Dresden measurement with WINNER-
like log-normal distribution. Although this approximation
seems reasonable, the null hypothesis, that collected and
transformed DS samples coming from normal distribution,
is rejected by both Lilliefors [20] and Jarque-Bera [21]
normality tests. In contrast to the one-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, these tests are suitable when parameters of
null distribution are unknown and must be estimated.
The normality hypothesis is also rejected for other large-
scale parameters estimated from Ilmenau and Dresden
data, for both LoS and NLoS conditions. Therefore the
representation of measurements in WINNER parametric
space can be considered as maximum-likelihood approx-
imation of empirical multivariate distribution with MVN
process.
5. Quantification of Scenario Distance
As showed in Section 3.1.1, the parameter set of WINNER
model is equivalent to the parameters of the multivariate
normal distribution. Therefore, all measurement projections
and reference scenarios share the same parameter set and
could be treated as multivariate probability distributions.
This enables the introduction of a metric to quantify the
divergence (distance) between different projections of mea-
surements on the parameter set of the model, including the
representatives of different reference scenarios. In order to
illustrate the (dis)similarity between B3 and C2 WINNER
scenarios under LoS and NLoS propagation, joint 2D PDFs
of delay spread and shadow fading are presented in Figure 7.
We can observe that these scenarios have differences, but
some kind of similarity measure will be useful. Having in
mind that we want to quantify the distance between two
8 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation
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Figure 7: Comparison of joint (DS and SF) PDFs for B3 and C2 WINNER scenarios, for LoS and NLoS propagation.
distributions 𝑃 and𝑄, it is possible to apply some form of rel-
ative entropy, for example, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
[22]:
𝐷KL (𝑃 ‖𝑄) = ∫
x ∈R𝑘
𝑝 (x) log
2
𝑝 (x)
𝑞 (x)
𝑑x, (7)
where 𝑝 and 𝑞 denote the densities of 𝑃 and 𝑄. The
computation of the KL divergence according to (7) would
require multidimensional mapping of theR𝑘 subset into two
PDFs: 𝑝 and 𝑞. This approach may become impractical for
a large number of dimensions: in the case of WINNER it is
necessary to consider up to 8 dimensions (although the XPR
is not correlated with other LSPs). The marginal PDFs of 𝐾-
factor are given only for scenarios with LoS propagation what
reduces the dimensionality of MVN distribution for NLoS
propagation for 1.
In a special case when considering divergence between
two MVN distributions it is possible to construct an analyt-
ical expression that depends solely on distribution param-
eters. The Kullback-Leibler divergence from N
0
(𝜇
0
, Σ
0
) to
N
1
(𝜇
1
, Σ
1
), for nonsingular matrices Σ
0
and Σ
1
∈ R𝑘×𝑘, is
[23]
𝐷KL (N0
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩N1 )
=
1
2log
𝑒
2
⋅ [log
𝑒
(
det (Σ
1
)
det (Σ
0
)
)
+tr (Σ−1
1
Σ
0
)+(𝜇
1
−𝜇
0
)
⊤
Σ
−1
1
(𝜇
1
−𝜇
0
)−𝑘].
(8)
This metric enables a simple comparison of reference
WINNER scenarios. Therefore we found that the original
form of KL metric (7) is more suitable for this particular
problem than its symmetrized form, the Jansen-Shannon
divergence [24]. Since KL divergence is not symmetric, it
is necessary to define some other symmetrized extension to
obtain proper distance metric. We propose to use mean KL
divergence:
𝐷KL (𝑃 ‖𝑄) =
1
2
[𝐷KL (𝑃 ‖𝑄) + 𝐷KL (𝑄 ‖𝑃)] . (9)
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5.1. Negative Definite Covariance Matrices. In some cases
negative or complex values are obtained for KL divergence,
indicating that the matrix of correlation coefficients (𝜌) is
not positive semidefinite, that is, 𝜌 < 0. The problem is
manifesting only for scenarios with resolved elevation angles
(Table 3) where the dimensionality of the MVN distribution
is increased from 6 (LoS)/5 (NLoS) to 7/6 or 8/7.The problem
is, however, not related to the number of dimensions or
elevation parameters themselves since simple removal of
elevation dimension(s) does not resolve it. This means that
correlation coefficients between WINNER LSPs analyzed
jointly do not form a proper correlation matrix (CM)—not
even without elevations.
It is observed that the number of decimal places used for
representation of CM elements cannot be arbitrarily reduced
since the resulting matrix may become negative definite.
Since individual coefficients in WINNER parameter tables
are expressed using only one decimal place, it is possible
that this lack of precision causes negative definite CM for
scenarios with an increased number of dimensions.
In order to enable the comparison of problematic scenar-
ios their correlation coefficients have to be slightly modified
to form positive definite CM. The “real” correlation matrix
is computed using alternate projections method (APM) [25,
26]. For a given symmetricmatrix𝜌 ∈ R𝑘𝑥𝑘 thismethod finds
the nearest correlation matrix ?̂?, that is, (semi) definite, and
has units along the main diagonal. The solution is found in
the intersection of the following sets of symmetric matrices
𝑆 = {𝑌 = 𝑌
𝑇
∈ R𝑘𝑥𝑘 | 𝑌 ≥ 0} and𝑈 = {𝑌 = 𝑌𝑇 ∈ R𝑘𝑥𝑘 | 𝑦
𝑖𝑖
=
1, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑘}. The iterative procedure in 𝑛th step applies
updatedDykstra’s correctionΔ𝑆
𝑛−1
and subsequently projects
intermediate result to both matrix sets, using projections 𝑃
𝑆
and 𝑃
𝑈
:
ΔS
0
= 0, Y
0
= 𝜌, 𝑛 = 0
do
𝑛 = 𝑛 + 1
R
𝑛
= Y
𝑛−1
− ΔS
𝑛−1
X
𝑛
= 𝑃
𝑆
(R
𝑛
)
ΔS
𝑛−1
= X
𝑛
− R
𝑛
Y
𝑛
= 𝑃
𝑈
(X
𝑛
)
while 󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩Y𝑛 − Y𝑛−1
󵄩󵄩󵄩󵄩𝐹
< 𝑡𝑜𝑙.
(10)
The projection 𝑃
𝑆
replaces all negative eigenvalues of the
matrix with a small positive constant 𝜖, and 𝑃
𝑈
forces
ones along the main diagonal. The procedure stops when
Frobenius distance ‖ ⋅ ‖
𝐹
between 𝑌
𝑛
projections from two
consecutive iterations drops below a predefined tolerance 𝑡𝑜𝑙.
Note, however, that the small tolerance parameter does not
insure that Frobenius distance (FD) from the original matrix
is equally small.
The positive definite approximation ?̂? obtained by APM
will depend on the selected parameters 𝜖 and 𝑡𝑜𝑙 [27]: for
𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 10
−10, the effect of eigenvalue 𝜖 on Frobenius distance
FD = ‖𝜌 − ?̂?‖
𝐹
is illustrated in Table 3. The results show that
FD decreases when a smaller value of 𝜖 is used to substitute
originally negative eigenvalues. However, the selection of
small 𝜖 will proportionally increase the eigenvalues and
coefficients of the inverse correlation matrix, ?̂?−1. This will
consequently increase the KL divergence (7) to all other
scenarios. As a compromise, the new WINNER correlation
coefficients corresponding to positive definite matrix are
recomputed for 𝜖 = 10−2 and 𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 10−10 and given in Table 9.
The maximal absolute modification of original correlation
coefficients per scenario, max{|Δ𝜌
𝑖,𝑗
|}, whereΔ𝜌
𝑖,𝑗
= 𝜌
𝑖,𝑗
−𝜌
𝑖,𝑗
,
is given in Table 3.The highest absolute correction Δ𝜌 = 0.13
is applied to C2-NLoS scenario.
Theminimumnumber of decimal places required to keep
?̂? positive definite is determined for different values of 𝜖 and
listed in Table 3. The results show that smaller Frobenius
distance requires higher precision for saving coefficients.
For 𝜖 = 10−2 two decimal places are sufficient to express
correlation coefficients for all scenarios (Table 9).
5.2. Mean KL Divergence. In order to enable comparisons
between LoS and NLoS scenarios where 𝐾-factor is missing
under NLoS, as well as other scenarios where certain param-
eters (dimensions) are missing, the reduction of dimension-
ality was necessary: only those dimensions existing in both
scenarios are used to calculate the mean KL divergence.
This means that scenarios with lower number of resolved
dimensions could exhibit more similarity as a consequence
of incomplete representation. A fair comparison would be
possible only if all scenarios have the same number of
dimensions. The respective mean KL divergences between
all WINNER scenarios, including Ilmenau and Dresden
measurements, are given in Table 4 (for WINNER scenarios
that give two sets of LoS parameters, mean KL distances are
computed for LoS parameters before breakpoint distance of
transmission loss).
In order to simplify the analysis of obtained results, for
each (scenario, propagation) combination the closest match
is found and listed in Table 5. Divergences within the same
WINNER scenario group, or having same propagation con-
ditions, are not minimum asmay have been expected. Table 5
shows that only 5 among 16 WINNER scenarios have the
closest match within the sameWINNER group (A, B, C, and
D). This comes as consequence of subjective classification of
similar environments, without previously introduced metric.
The minimum distances from Table 5, 𝐷KL = 0.1, confirm
some expectations: B4-NLoS (outdoor-to-indoor) is closest
toA2-NLoS (indoor-to-outdoor) because these are reciprocal
scenarios. Also, microcell andmacrocell versions of outdoor-
to-indoor (B4 and C4) are the closest although not belonging
to the same group.MeanKL divergences fromTable 5 suggest
that there is a better way to group available scenarios.
The average distances between all scenarios from one
WINNER group to all scenarios in the other groups are given
in Table 6. If all groups gather the most similar scenarios,
an average distance between any two groups will be higher
than the average distance within a single group. From Table 6
we can see that this applies to groups A and D, which
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Figure 8: Comparison of joint WINNER C2 2D PDFs with the LSP realizations from Ilmenau (black pluses) and Dresden (white dots), for
NLoS propagation.
are, according to average intergroup distance, closest to
themselves.This indicates that subjectiveWINNER grouping
can be partially supported by mean KL distance. However,
the deviations are observable for groups B and C where
other groups appear to be closer (at a lower average distance)
than other scenarios from the same group. This situation
is possibly caused by inappropriate assignment of distant
scenarios, outdoor-to-indoor microcell scenario B4-NLoS
and suburban C1-NLoS, to the corresponding groups.
An inspection of Table 3 reveals that the majority of
scenarios with increased dimensionality (resolved elevations)
come from groups B and C. This means that larger intra-
group distance may appear due to increased dimensionality.
Additionally, their correlation matrices have been modified
byAPMmethod, so that the parameter 𝜖 impacts the absolute
value of the mean KL distance. The joint effect of these
phenomena is illustrated by mean KL distances along the
main diagonal of Table 6: they are proportional to the number
of modified group members that are listed in Table 3: #D = 0,
#A = 1, #B = 3, #C = 6.
Table 5: Closest (scenario, propagation) pairs according to mean
KL divergence.
Scen.1 Prop.1 Scen.2 Prop.2
A1 LoS A2 NLoS 11.0
A1 NLoS B3 LoS 8.3
A2 NLoS B4 NLoS 0.1
B1 LoS D2a LoS 6.1
B1 NLoS B3 NLoS 10.1
B3 LoS B3 NLoS 5.4
B3 NLoS B3 LoS 5.4
B4 NLoS A2 NLoS 0.1
C1 LoS D1 LoS 5.9
C1 NLoS D1 NLoS 4.8
C2 LoS D1 NLoS 5.6
C2 NLoS DR NLoS 11.0
C4 NLoS B4 NLoS 9.8
D1 LoS C1 LoS 5.9
D1 NLoS C1 NLoS 4.8
D2a LoS D1 NLoS 5.4
IL LoS IL NLoS 2.8
IL NLoS IL LoS 2.8
DR LoS DR NLoS 2.7
DR NLoS DR LoS 2.7
𝐷KL
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Table 6: Average distance betweenWINNER scenario groups: A, B,
C, and D.
A B C D
A 15.3
B 32.1 35.0
C 88.8 70.6 45.0
D 22.6 19.1 14.5 6.3
Table 7: Average distance between WINNER LoS and NLoS
propagation conditions.
LoS NLoS
LoS 31.8
NLoS 42.1 50.9
For 6 out of 16 (scenario, propagation) pairs the best
match has the opposite propagation condition (LoS, instead
of NLoS, and vice versa), indicating that WINNER LoS and
NLoS parameters do not form disjunctive sets (Table 5).
Calculation of the mean distance between all LoS and
NLoS scenarios in Table 7 shows that lower average distance
can be expected between scenarios having LoS propagation
condition (they aremore similar than different scenarios with
NLoS propagation).
6. Classification of Measurements
The same criterion, KL divergence, can be applied to classify
measurements as well. For this purpose even empirical
distributions of LSPs can be used sinceKLmetric (7) supports
that. However, the extraction of the correspondingWINNER
parameters simplifies the comparison since analytical expres-
sion (8) can be applied. Therefore we use the latter approach
to compare Ilmenau and Dresden measurements with other
WINNER scenarios.
Since both measurements have been performed in urban
environments with macrocell setup (antennas were elevated
above rooftops), it is expected that the closest scenario will
be WINNER C2, which represents typical urban macro-
cells. These expectations are met for Ilmenau measurements,
where WINNER C2-NLoS is the closest scenario for both
LoS and NLoS conditions, with minimal distances 𝐷KL =
16.9 and 𝐷KL = 15.3 (Table 4). In the case of Dresden
measurements minimal mean KL divergences (8.6 and 11.6)
indicate that the closest WIM scenario is C1-LoS, for both
LoS and NLoS propagation conditions. This resemblance of
Dresden measurements to suburban propagation (WINNER
C1) may come from dominant height of BS positions with
respect to environment.
Figure 8 shows the 2D PDFs of the reference WINNER
C2-NLoS scenario together with joint LSP realizations from
Ilmenau and Dresdenmeasurements. For the NLoS propaga-
tion condition Ilmenau and Dresdenmeasurements are quite
close to C2: C2-NLoS is the best match for Ilmenau-NLoS
(𝐷KL = 16.3) and the second best match for Dresden-NLoS
data (𝐷KL = 11). Additionally, among all results presented in
Table 4 the closest match of WIM C2-NLoS is just Dresden-
NLoS (row showed in red).
For LoS conditions, distances from WINNER C2 and
Ilmenau and Dresden measurements are larger (35.7 and
23.9) which classifies Ilmenau-LoS to C2-NLoS (𝐷KL = 16.9)
and Dresden-LoS into C1-LoS (𝐷KL = 11.6). Table 5 shows
the increased similarity between LoS and NLoS propagation
conditions in Ilmenau and Dresden measurements. This
occurs also forWINNER B3, while otherWINNER scenarios
do not show this property. One possible interpretation comes
from the data segmentation into LoS and NLoS classes: the
actual propagation conditions for the LoS or NLoS-labeled
data may actually correspond to, for example, obstructed
line of sight (OLoS). The previous analysis demonstrates
that mean KL divergence, additionally to the comparison
of different measurements, enables the quantification of
complex relations between different data segments of the
same measurement, as long as they use the same LSP space
representation.
The mean KL distances between Ilmenau and Dresden
measurements (38.3-LoS and 22.8-NLoS) are higher than
corresponding distances from thesemeasurements to the ref-
erence WINNER-C2 scenario. This confirms that WINNER
C2 parameters provide appropriate representation for a wide
class of urban macro-cell environments.
7. Conclusions
The paper presents the scenario concept of WINNER and
proposes its abstraction to a multivariate normal distribution
of large-scale parameters. Disregarding transmission loss
and decorrelation distance removes the spatial extent from
scenario definitions.
The generic property of themodel is exploited to compare
the large-scale parameters that describe different scenarios.
For this purpose, a symmetrized extension of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence is proposed. This enables the comparison
of parameters between reference scenarios and measure-
ments, as well as a direct comparison of empirical LSP
distributions (measured or synthesized by channel model).
The given approach can be also applied to other generic
stochastic models if appropriate metrics are chosen that
reflect models’ specifics.
The presented results indicate that, according to themean
Kullback-Leibler divergence, WINNER scenario groups or
propagation classes do not ensure the minimum separa-
tion within the group/class. It appears that other criteria,
for example, coverage range, were more significant for
the WINNER taxonomy. Judged from the mean Kullback-
Leibler divergence large similarity exists between the indoor-
to-outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor scenarios (A2, B4, and
C4), between macro-cell configurations for suburban, urban,
and rural scenarios (C1, C2, and D1), and between the
indoor/hotspot/microcellular scenarios (A1, B3, and B1).
It is demonstrated that the results of measurements
could be associated with the closest WINNER scenario.
As expected, typical urban macro-cell scenario C2 was the
one closest to the Ilmenau measurements. For the Dresden
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measurements, suburbanLSPdistributions ofC1were closest.
This measurement, however, appears to be at minimum
distance from C2-NLoS, indicating a validity of assumed
macro-cell measurement setup. The proper choice of WIN-
NER C2 parameters for representation of the whole class of
urban macrocells is confirmed by the Ilmenau and Dresden
measurements: these measurements are closer to the C2
reference than to each other.
For those scenarios/measurements where the correlation
coefficients form a negative definite symmetric matrix, the
alternating projection method is exploited to determine
the closest correlation matrix. Therefore, the paper also
introduces the modified WINNER scenario parameters that
enable a quantification of scenario divergence.
Appendix
Parameters of WINNER Channel Model
Describing MVN Distributions
In order to ensure the traceability of the presented diver-
gences, the relevant subset of WINNER parameters is given
in Tables 8 and 9. They also include the MVN distribution
parameters estimated from Ilmenau and Dresden measure-
ments. Additionally, Table 9 contains the modified corre-
lation coefficients 𝜌 that form positive definite correlation
matrices. They are used for scenario representation instead
of original coefficients.
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